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UNIT 1. Hello!
Lesson 1. I’m Liz.



1. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.

telephone

football

tennis

4

2а. Name the characters. Назаві герояў.
Hello!
Hi!

Liz

Mike

Mrs Read

Mr Compy

2b. Listen and guess. Who is speaking? Паслухай і ўгадай. Хто гаворыць?



2c. Sing the song. Праспявай песню.

Hello! I’m Liz. Hello! I’m Liz.
Hello, hello, Liz! Hello! Hello!





Lesson 2. What’s your name?
1. Name the characters. Назаві герояў.

Lucky

Susie

Rose



Peter

5



2а. Listen, look and answer. What does the teacher say? Why? Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Што гаворыць настаўніца? Чаму?
1 Hello! What’s your name?

2 What’s your name?
I’m Mike.

Hi! I’m Liz.
3

What’s your name?

4

Sh! Be quiet!

I’m Susie.





2b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
2c. Act out. Разыграйце па ролях.
3. Ask your classmate's name. Спытайся ў аднакласніка пра ягонае імя.

Model. A: What’s your name?
B : I’m Lena.
6



4. Sing the song. Праспявай песню.

Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg,
Hh, Ii, Jj, Kk,
Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp,
Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, Vv, Ww,
Xx, Yy, Zz.
Read and sing the alphabet.

Lesson 3. How are you?
1a. Listen, look and answer. How’s Mike? Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Як справы ў Майка?
1

2
Hello, boys and girls!

What’s your name?
I’m Fred.

7



3

Boom!

4

How are you, Mike?
I’m OK.



1b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
2. Ask your classmate. How are you? Спытайся ў аднакласніка. Як справы?

Model. A: How are you, Lena?
B : I’m fine, thanks.
3. Count. Палічы.

1

2

3

4

5

one

two

three

four

five

4. Do the sums. Рашы прыклады.

1+2=3
1+1=
2+2=
3+1=
8

Model. One and two is three.
3+2=
2+3=
1+4=

2+2=
1+1+1=
2+2+1=

Lesson 4. How old are you?
1. Count. Палічы.

6

7

8

9

10

six

seven

eight

nine

ten

2a. Listen, look and answer. Whose birthday is it?
Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Чый дзень
нараджэння?
1

How old are you, Liz?

I’m eight. And you, Mike?

I’m eight.

2

How old are you, Peter?

I’m three!!!

9





2b. Act out. Разыграйце па ролях.
3. Ask your classmate. How old are you? Спытайся ў аднакласніка. Колькі табе гадоў?

Model. A: How old are you, Lena?
B : I’m nine.

 4. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Aa
acorn

Bb
apple

bus

Cc
cinema

cat

5. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Al, Ann, Dan, Pal, Pat, Pam, Sam.



6. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Aa

Bb

Cc

Lesson 5. What’s your phone number?
1a. Look and say the phone numbers. Паглядзі і
назаві нумары тэлефонаў.
10

1

368 207

2

946 285

3

724 951

4

123 708

5

521 947

6

851 638

1b. Listen and guess. Whose phone number? Паслухай і ўгадай. Чый нумар тэлефона?
1c. Guessing game. Гульня «Угадай».

Model. A: What’s your phone number?
B : 1-2-3-7-0-8.
A: Number 4.
B : Yes.
2. Ask your classmate's phone number. Спытайся ў аднакласніка пра нумар тэлефона.

Model. A: What’s your phone number, Lena?
B : 2-6-5-6-8-3-7.
11



 3. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Dd

Ee

dog

Egypt

Ff

elephant

frog

4. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Bell, Ben, Fred, Jeff, Jess, Ken, Mel, Nell,
Ted.



5. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Dd

Ee

Ff

Lesson 6. What colour?



1a. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.

red

12

yellow

blue

green

black

white

brown

1b. Point and say the colours. Пакажы і назаві
колеры.
2. Sing the song. Праспявай песню.

Red and yellow,
Blue and green,
Blue and green,
Blue and green.



Red and yellow,
Blue and green,
Black and white and brown.

3. Guessing game. Гульня «Угадай».

Model. A: Yellow?
B : No.
A: Red?
B : Yes.
4. Look and say. What colour are they? Паглядзі
і скажы. Якога яны колеру?

Model. Lucky is brown.

13



 5. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Gg

Hh

giraffe

girl

horse

Ii

ice-cream

igloo

6. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Bill, Bim, Jill, Kim, Liz, Sid, Tim.



7. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Gg

Hh

Ii

Lesson 7. Yellow and red is orange.



1a. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.

orange

14

purple

pink

grey

1b. Point and say the colours. Пакажы і назаві
колеры.
2. Sing the song. Праспявай песню.

Orange, purple,
Pink and grey,
Pink and grey,
Pink and grey.

 

Orange, purple,
Pink and grey,
Black and white and brown.

3a. Listen, look and answer. What colour is Susie? Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Якога колеру Сьюзі?
1.

Yellow and red is orange. Blue and red is purple. Good.

White and red is pink. Yes. Good!

2.



Blue and yellow is green. Yes…
Black and white is grey. Good.

15



3

No, Susie! Stop it!
BOOM!

4



Orange and purple and pink and grey.
Ha-ha-ha!

3b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
4. Look and say. Паглядзі і скажы.

Model. Yellow and blue is green.
1

2

3

4

16

UNIT 2. My family.
Lesson 1. Liz’s photo album.



1. Sing the song. Праспявай песню.

 

Hello, mum. Hello, mum.
Hello, mum. Hello to you.

2a. Listen, look and answer. Who’s in Liz’s family? Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Хто ёсць у
сям’і Ліз?
1

Hi, Liz!

2

Look! My family.

Hi, Mike! How are you?
I’m fine. And you?

I’m fine, thanks.
3

4

My mum and my dad.

My sister.

17



5

7





6

My brother.

My cat.

8

My granny and my grandad.

Oh, no! Your dog!

2b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
2c. Act out. Разыграйце па ролях.

 3. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Jj

Kk
jam

18

kangaroo

Ll
lemon

4. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Bill, Jill, Kim, Liz, Sid; Mike, fine, I, hi, I’m
fine.



5. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Jj

Kk

Ll

Lesson 2. A great big turnip.
1a. Listen, look and answer. Who helps the boy?
Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Хто дапамагае хлопчыку?
1

2

Look! A big turnip.

Look! A little turnip.

3

Mum, help!

4

Dad, help!

19







5

Granny, help!

6

Grandad, help!

7

Dog, help! Cat, help!

8

Look! A great big turnip!

1b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
1c. Act out. Разыграйце па ролях.

 2. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Mm
mouse

Nn

Oo

nut

oval

3. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Bob, Rob, Rod, Tom, dog.
20

orange



4. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Mm

Nn

Oo

Lesson 3. I’ve got a mum.



1. Say the chant. Скажы рыфмоўку.

I’ve got a mum.
I’ve got a dad.
I’ve got a sister, a brother and a cat.
2a. Listen and guess. Who is speaking? Паслухай і ўгадай. Хто гаворыць?
1

2

Kim
3

Bob
4

Dan

Nikki

21



2b. Guessing game. Гульня «Угадай».

Model. A: I’ve got a mum, a dad and a granny.
B : Bob.
А: Yes.
3. Grammar secret. Граматычны сакрэт.
a

an

4. Look and say. Паглядзі і скажы.

Model. I’m Ann. I’ve got a nut.

Ann
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Dan

Helen

Bill

Nina

Ben



5. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Pp

Qq

Rr

pig

queen

rocket

6. Read the words. Прачытай словы.
Al, Dan, Pam, dad, cat; Kate, Dave, Jake.



7. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Pp

Qq

Rr

Lesson 4. I haven’t got a dog.
1a. Listen, look and answer. Why is the dog’s name
Lucky? Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Чаму
сабаку завуць Лакі?
1

Mum! Dad! Look! A dog! It’s little! It’s nice*!

23



2

3
What’s your name?
I don’t know.
How old are you?

I haven’t got a mum!
I haven’t got a dad!

I don’t know.

4

Mum! Dad! Can I take the dog, please?

5
I’ve got a family! I’m lucky*!




1b. Listen and point. Паслухай і пакажы.
2. Listen and guess. Who is speaking? Паслухай і ўгадай. Хто гаворыць?

Buzz

24

Jill

3. Speak about you. Раскажы пра сябе.

Model. I’ve got a mum and a dad. I haven’t
got a sister. I haven’t got a brother.



4. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Ss

Tt

snake

telephone

Uu
uniform

umbrella

5. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Mum, nut, bus.



6. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Ss

Tt

U

Lesson 5. Have you got a sister?



1. Say the chant. Скажы рыфмоўку.

Have you got a sister? – No, I haven’t.
Have you got a brother? – No, I haven’t.
Have you got a cat? – No, I haven’t.
Have you got a dog? – Yes, I have!
25



2a. Listen, look and answer. Why is Liz crying?
Паслухай, паглядзі і адкажы. Чаму Ліз
плача?
1

What’s your name?

2

Have you got a mum?

How old are you?
Liz.
I’m eight.

Liz.
Yes, I have.

3

Oh, mummy! I love you very much!1



2b. Act out. Разыграйце па ролях.
3. Role play. Ролевая гульня.

Model. Policeman: What’s your name?
You: I’m Danila.
Policeman: How old are you?
You: I’m seven.
Policeman: Have you got a mum?
1 I love you very much! – Я цябе вельмі люблю.

26

You: Yes.
Policeman: Have you got a dad?
You: Yes.
Policeman: What’s your phone number?
You: 2409908.



4. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Vv

Ww
vase

window

5. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Bob, Rob, Rod, Tom, hello, Rose, OK, nose.



6. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Vv

Ww

Lesson 6. How’s your mum?



1. Say the chant. Скажы рыфмоўку.

How’s your mum? – She’s fine.
How’s your dad? – He’s fine.

☺
27

How’s your granny? – She’s very well.
How’s your grandad? – He’s not very well.
Oh! I’m sorry. 
2. Grammar secret. Граматычны сакрэт.

I

she

he

3. Speak to your classmate. Пагавары з аднакласнікам.

Model. A: How’s your mum?
B : She’s OK. Thanks.



4a. Guessing game. Гульня «Угадай».
Model. A: I’ve got a mum, a dad and a granny.
B : Ted.

Ted

28

Nell

Tim

Ann

4b. Role play. Ролевая гульня.

Model. Ann: 341097. Hello.
Ted: Hello, Ann. I’m Ted.
Ann: Hello, Ted.
Ted: How’s your mum?
Ann: She’s fine, thanks.



5. Letters and sounds. Літары і гукі.

Xx
fox

Yy
yellow

Zz
fly

baby

zebra

6. Read the words. Прачытай словы.

Andy, Sandy, Molly, Polly, Lucky, Compy,
Nelly, baby.
29



7. Write the letters. Прапішы літары.

Xx

Yy

Zz

Lesson 7. Peter’s family.



1a. Listen and guess. Who is speaking? Паслухай і ўгадай. Хто гаворыць?

1b. Play a memory game. What do they say? Пагуляй у гульню «Запомні». Што яны гавораць?
2. Say the “Letters and sounds” chant.

Aa

[]

Aa

[]

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww
Xx Yy Zz
30

UNIT 3. People around me.
Lesson 1. This is my family.
1. Picture dictionary.
This is my family.
a grandad

a granny
a sister

a brother

a mum a baby

a dad

2a. Listen and answer. How many sisters and
brothers has Liz got? Колькі ў Ліз сясцёр і
братоў?
1

Hello.

Hello.

2

3

This is my dad.

This is my mum.

31



This is my grandad.

5

This is my sister.

4

6
This is my granny.

This is my brother.

Oh! A cat?

9

7
8

No! My baby brother!

2b. Choose a role and read.
3a. Letter secrets.

This is my brother. th = []
My granny and my grandad are
great! r = []
3b. Read the words.

Red, brother, Rose, grandad, granny, this,
great.



4. Write.

Model. 1. a mum
32

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lesson 2. What’s his name?



1. Sing the song.

What’s your name?
My name’s Liz.
Hip, hip, hip,
Hooray!
What’s your name?
My name’s Mike.
Hip, hip, hip,
Hooray!
What’s his name? (3)
Andy!

What’s her name? (3)
Polly!

What’s his name? (3)
Sandy!

What’s her name? (3)
Molly!
33

His name’s Andy.
His name’s Sandy.
Her name’s Polly.
Her name’s Molly.
2. Grammar secret.
My name’s Liz.

His name’s Andy.

Your name’s Mike.

Her name’s Polly.

3a. Look and say.

Model. His name’s Dave. Her name’s Ann.

Dave

34

Ann

Sandy

Pam

Jake

Pat

3b. Role play.
Pat

Will

Model. Will: Hi, Pat.
Pat: Hi, Will. Look, this is
my grandad.
Will: What’s his name?
Pat: His name’s Dave. This
is my granny.

4. Speak about you.

Model. This is my mum. Her name’s Lena.
5a. Letter secrets.

A baby snake is late. a = []
An apple and a cat are in a hat. a = []
a
[]

[]

n a m e
a

e

c a t
a

g r a n n y
a

y

a p p l e
a

e

BUT: family
35

5b. Read the words.
Name, granny, family, baby, snake, hat,
late, apple, dad, cat.



6. Write sentences (ex. 3a, page 34).
Model. 1. His name’s Dave.
2. Her name’s Ann.

Lesson 3. Where are you from?
1. Picture dictionary.

Africa



America

Belarus

Britain

2a. Listen, read and answer. Where’s Mikita from?
Адкуль Мікіта?

Mike: Hello. What’s your
name?
Mikita: My name’s Mikita.
What’s your name?
Mike: I’m Mike.
36

1

Mike: Where are you
from?
Mikita: I’m from Belarus.
Peter: I’m from Belarus!
I’m from Belarus!

2

3

Mike: No, Peter. You’re
from Africa. He’s from
Belarus.
4

Peter: I’m from Africa!
I’m from Africa!
2b. Choose a role and read.
3. Grammar secret.
I’m from Britain.

You’re from Africa.

37

He’s from Belarus.

She’s from Britain.

4. Read and match.

Model. 1 – C.
1. Her name’s Mrs Read.
2. His name’s Mikita.
3. His name’s Mr Compy.
4. His name’s Peter.
5. Her name’s Liz.

A. He’s from Belarus.
B. He’s from Africa.
C. She’s from Britain.
D. He’s from America.
E. She’s from Britain.

5. Look and say.

Model. Her name’s Alina. She’s from Belarus.

Alina,
Belarus

38

Nell,
America

Tim,
Africa

Ann,
Britain

Gleb,
Belarus

6a. Letter secrets.

Help! His horse is on her hat! h = []

Sasha and Pasha help Natasha. sh = []
6b. Read the words.

She, he, his, Pasha, Masha, hello, her, hi.
7. Write sentences.
Model. Her name’s Pam. She’s from America.
1

2

Pam

3

Sam

4

Alina

Dan

Lesson 4. Look at me!
1. Picture dictionary.

a mouth

a nose

eyes

ears

hair

39



long



short

big

little

2. Say the rhyme.

Two little eyes.
Two big ears.
One little mouth.
One long nose.
Short grey hair.
Hello! I’m Rose!



3a. Listen, read and answer. Is Nikki beautiful?
Нікі прыгожая?

– It’s a magic mirror1!

1

2

– I’ve got a little nose.

1

40

a magic mirror – чароўнае люстэрка.

3

4

– I’ve got a little mouth.
– I’ve got little ears.

5

– I’ve got big eyes.

6

– I’ve got long hair.

7

– I’m beautiful1!

3b. Read.
4a. Read and guess. Who’s speaking? Хто гаворыць?

I’ve got short grey hair. I’ve got a little nose.
I’ve got big ears. I’m little.

Shrek
1

Dumbo

Piglet

Tom

Jerry

beautiful – прыгожая.
41

4b. Play a guessing game.
Model. A: I’ve got little ears and a big nose.
I’m big. I’m green.
B : Are you Shrek?
С: Yes.
5a. Letter secrets.

Hi! I’m Mike. I’m fine.
i = []
Six little kittens. i = []
i
[]

[]

M i k e
i

e

L i z
i

s i s t e r
i

e

l i t t l e
i

e

5b. Read the words.

Liz, Mike, I, hi, six, fine, nine, this, little,
nice, his.



6. Complete the sentences and write about Rose.

Little, short, little, long, big.
42

I’m Rose. I’ve got little eyes. I’ve got … ears.
I’ve got a … mouth. I’ve got a … nose . I’ve got …
grey hair.

Lesson 5. He’s got purple hair!
1. Picture dictionary.
pink
brown
orange
green

yellow

purple
black
blue

white
red grey

2. Speak about you.
Model. I’ve got fair hair. I’ve got blue eyes.

hair

eyes

fair
black
red
brown

blue
grey
brown
green
43



3a. Listen, read and answer. Who do Liz and Mike
see? Каго бачаць Ліз і Майк?
1

– Hello, Mike! How are you?
– Hi! I’m fine. Thanks.
2

– What’s this?
3

– He’s got purple hair!
– What? Purple hair?
4

– He’s got yellow eyes!
– What? Yellow eyes?

5

– Let me see. He’s got fair
hair! He’s got blue eyes!
– What?
6
– He’s a clown1! Ha-ha-ha!

1

44

clown – клоун.

3b. Choose a role and read.
4. Grammar secret.

I’ve got red hair.

He’s got purple hair.
She’s got fair hair.

5a. Read and guess. Which clown is it? Які гэта
клоун?
He’s got orange hair, grey eyes,
a big nose and a big mouth. He’s got
a blue hat. What’s his name?
Bom

Winny

Bim

Wilda

5b. Play a guessing game.

Model. A: She’s got pink hair, green eyes,
a little nose and a big mouth. She’s
got a grey hat.
B : Wilda.
45



6. Complete the sentences and write about your
mum or dad.

I’ve got a mum. She’s got … hair. She’s got …
eyes. She’s got … ears. She’s got a … nose and a …
mouth.

Lesson 6. I’ve got a friend.
1. Picture dictionary.

one
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two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine

ten

2. Speak to your classmate.

Model. A: How old are you?
B : I’m seven. How old are you?
A: I’m eight.
3a. Listen, read and answer. Who’s Lucky’s friend?
Хто сябра Лакі?
1

Lucky: What’s your name?
Susie: Susie. What’s your
name?
Lucky: I’m Lucky.
2

Lucky: How old are you?
Susie: I’m four. How old are
you?
Lucky: I’m two.
3

Lucky: Have you got a sister?
Susie: Yes, I have. Her name’s
Kitty. She’s beautiful. She’s
got long white hair and big blue
eyes. She’s got little ears and
a little pink nose.
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Susie: Have you got a sister?
Lucky: No, I haven’t.
Susie: Have you got a brother?
Lucky: No, I haven’t.

4

Lucky: I’ve got a friend. He’s
got brown hair. He’s got blue
eyes. He’s nice.
Susie: Look! Your friend!
5

Lucky: No. This is my friend.
His name’s Mike.
6

3b. Choose a role and read.
4a. Letter secrets.

Open your mouth! th = []

Three green trees. ee = []
4b. Read the words.

Three, thanks, trees, mouth, green.
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5. Complete the sentences and write about your
friend.

I’ve got a friend. His name’s … . He’s 9 . He’s
from … . He’s got … hair. He’s got … eyes. He’s
got a … nose and a … mouth. He’s nice.

Lesson 7. Meet my family.
1a. Read and answer. How many sisters and
brothers has Tanya got? Колькі ў Тані сясцёр і братоў?

My family.
My name’s Tanya. I’m seven. I’m from America. I’ve got
brown hair and brown eyes.

I’ve got a mum, a dad, a big sister and
a baby brother.
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This is my mum. Her name’s
Melissa. She’s beautiful.
This is my dad. His name’s Oliver.
He’s nice.
This is my sister. Her name’s
Sonya. She’s ten. She’s got fair
hair and brown eyes.
This is my brother. His name’s
Danny. He’s one. He’s funny1.
1b. Do the project “My family”. Зрабі праект
«Мая сям’я».
• Draw your family or stick photos. Намалюй
сваю сям’ю або прыклей фатаграфіі.
• Write about your family. Напішы пра сваю
сям’ю.
• Speak about your family to your class. Раскажы класу пра сваю сям’ю.
1
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funny – смешны.

UNIT 4. Our pets.
Lesson 1. In a pet shop1.
1. Picture dictionary.

a budgie

a goldfish

a guinea-pig

a hamster

a kitten

a puppy

a rat

a tortoise



2. Say the chant.

What’s this? – It’s a dog!
What’s this? – It’s a frog!
What’s this? – It’s a cat!
What’s this? – It’s a rat!
1

In a pet shop. – У зоамагазіне.
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3a. Listen, read and answer. Who’s the monster?
Хто страшыдла? What pets are there in the
pet shop? Якія жывёлы ёсць у зоамагазіне?

– What’s this, Mrs Read?
– It’s a guinea-pig.
– Look! It’s a tortoise.
– It’s a goldfish.
– Is it a parrot, Mrs Read?
– No, it’s a budgie.
– What’s this? A monster?

– No, it’s me, Peter! Ha-ha-ha!
3b. Choose a role and read.
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4a. Letter secrets.

u []
j um p

mum
u

p u p p y

u

u

y

The puppy and the budgie jump on
the bus. u = []
The goldfish and the guineapig are big. g = []
4b. Read the words with [], then with [].

Bus, guinea-pig, mum, puppy dog, frog,
budgie, run, goldfish, big, Lucky, jump.



5. Write. What’s this? Што гэта?
1

3
2

7

5
4

6

Model. 1. It’s a rat.
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Lesson 2. Our pets.
1. Picture dictionary.

a parrot



a rabbit

a snake

2a. Listen, read and answer. How many pets have
they got? Колькі ў іх дамашніх жывёл?

– Look! I’ve got four hamsters.

– I’ve got three parrots.
– I’ve got two rabbits. And you?
– I’ve got a snake. Look!
– A snake? Oh, no! No!
2b. Choose a role and read.
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3. Grammar secret.

one hamster – two hamsters
[z-zzzz]

[s-ssss]

hamsters
dogs
frogs

[z]

rabbits
cats
parrots

tortoises
foxes
boxes



4a. Sing the song.

One funny, two funny, three funny little
rabbits,
Four funny, five funny, six funny little rabbits,
Seven funny, eight funny, nine funny little
rabbits,
Ten funny little rabbits.





4b. Make up your song.
5a. Speak about your pets.

a kitten – three kittens
Model. A: I’ve got a kitten.
B : I’ve got three puppies.
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5b. Play a memory game. Speak about your class.

Model. Tanya’s got a cat. Vova’s got a dog.
5c. Count pets in your class.

Model. We’ve got 5 dogs.
6a. Count.

Model. Two cats.



6b. Write sentences in your exercise-book.

Model. He’s got two cats.
1

2

3

4

Lesson 3. I want1 a pet.



1. Say the chant.

Have you got a parrot?
Have you got a frog?
Have you got a tortoise?
Have you got a dog?
1
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want – хачу.

I haven’t got a parrot.
I haven’t got a frog.
I haven’t got a tortoise.
I haven’t got a rat.
Have you got a rabbit?
Have you got a cat?
Have you got a goldfish?
Have you got a rat?
I haven’t got a rabbit.
I haven’t got a cat.
I haven’t got a goldfish.
I haven’t got a dog.
I want a pet!
2. Grammar secret.

?
+

I’ve = I have

Have you got a pet?
Yes, I have.
I’ve got a rabbit.

–

No, I haven’t.
I haven’t got a pet.

3a. Play a guessing game.

Model. A: Have you got a budgie?
B : No, I haven’t.
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A: Have you got a cat?
B : Yes, I have.
A: You’re Natasha.
B : Right!

Natasha

Jill

Rob

Tim

3b. Read and guess. Who is speaking? Хто гаворыць?

1. I’ve got a goldfish. It’s beautiful. It’s got
little black eyes. It’s red, yellow and orange. It’s
funny.
2. And I’ve got a puppy. Its name’s Rusty.
It’s got brown eyes, a black nose, little ears and
grey hair. It’s nice.
3c. Speak about you.

Model. I haven’t got a budgie. I haven’t got
a frog. I’ve got a cat. Its name’s …
It’s got … eyes.
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4. Letter secrets.

No, Rose! Don’t go! o = []
Tom’s got a dog. Bob’s got
a frog. o = []
o
[]
g o
o

[]

n o s e
o

e

g o t
o

l o n g
o

5. Read the words with [], then with [].

Dog, nose, Tom, Rose, Bob, long, go, frog,
Compy.



6. Ask Liz and write.

Model. 1. Have you got a parrot?
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Lesson 4. I can swim.
1. Picture dictionary.

jump

run

dance



climb
a tree

hide

walk

swim

sing

fly

2a. Listen, read and answer. What can they do?
Што яны ўмеюць рабіць? What can’t the
dog do? Чаго не ўмее рабіць сабачка?

Cat: I can run.
Dog: I can run too.
Peter: I can run!
Cat: I can jump.
Dog: I can jump too.
Peter: I can jump!
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Cat: I can climb a tree.
Dog: I can climb a tree
too.
Peter: I can climb a tree!

Peter: Ha-ha-ha! You can’t
climb a tree!
Dog: I can’t climb a tree.
But1 I can swim!
2b. Choose a role and read.
3. Play a guessing game.

 = can

 = can’t

Model. A: It can walk and fly. It can run and
jump. It can’t swim. What is it?
B : It’s a budgie.
A: Yes, it is.
walk

run

jump

swim

fly











A budgie
1

but – але.
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A kitten











A goldfish











A tortoise











A snake











4. Letter secrets.

White rabbits can swim and
walk. w = []

5. Read the words with [], then with [] and [].

Red, help, walk, hello, what, he, swim,
rabbit, hide, white, rat.



6. Write the sentences.

Model: I’ve got a pet.
1. ivegotapet
2. itsapuppy
3. itcanrunandjump
4. itcanswim
5. itcantfly
6. itsnice
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Lesson 5. Can you swim?



1. Sing the song.

Can you fly like1a parrot?
Can you swim like a dog?
Can you hide like a mouse?
Can you jump like a frog?

Can you walk like a cat?
Can you run like a rabbit?
Can you dance like a hamster?
Can you sing like a parrot?
I can, you can, he can, she can, we can,
they can, too.
2. Grammar secret.

?

Can a dog swim?

+

Yes, it can.
A dog can swim.
1 like

can’t = cannot
Can a parrot swim?
–

No, it can’t.
A parrot can’t swim.

– як.
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3. Play a guessing game.

Model.
run?
jump?
Can it walk?
swim?
fly?

Yes, it can.
No, it can’t.

big?
little?
Is it brown?
green?
white?
It’s a rat.
hamster.



Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.

Wrong!
Right!

4a. Listen and guess.

Model. He’s got a frog.
A
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B

C

D

E

F

4b. Read and match.

1. My pet is little. It’s green. It can jump
and swim. It can’t walk and run.
2. My pet is little. It’s green, blue and
yellow. It can fly. It can sing.
3. My pet is little. It’s green, brown and
black. It can walk and hide. It can swim. It
can’t jump and fly.
4. My pet is big. It’s black and white. It’s
got brown eyes. It’s got long ears. It can walk
and run. It can jump and swim.
5. Make up your riddles.



6. Complete the sentences and write.

I’ve got a beautiful budgie. It’s blue and … .
It’s got little … eyes. It can … and … . It can’t … .
Swim, fly, walk, blue, black, yellow.
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Lesson 6. Animal shelter.1



1. Say the chant.

Has he got a cat?
Has he got a rat?
Has he got a dog?
Has he got a frog?

He hasn’t got a cat.
He hasn’t got a rat.
He hasn’t got a dog.
He hasn’t got a frog.
He’s got a little budgie.
It’s yellow, green and blue.
He loves his little budgie.
His budgie loves him too.

2. Grammar secret.

?

Has he got a cat?

+

Yes, he has.
He’s got a cat.

he’s = he has
Has she got a cat?
–

No, she hasn’t.
She hasn’t got a cat.

3a. Read and say the number.

It’s brown and yellow. It’s got long ears and
a big mouth. It’s got a black nose. It can jump
and run. It can swim. It can’t fly.
1 Animal
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shelter. – Прытулак для жывёл.

1

2

3

4



3b. Listen and check.
3c. Play a guessing game.
Help box

Has it got … ? – Yes, it has. / No, it hasn’t.
Is it ..? – Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
Can it…? – Yes, it can. / No, it can’t.
4. Do the project “A pet exhibition’’. Зрабі праект «Выстаўка дамашніх жывёл».
• Draw your pet or your favourite pet. Намалюй
сваю любімую дамашнюю жывёліну.
• Write about it. Напішы пра яе.

I’ve got a pet, Winnie. It’s two.
It’s little. It’s yellow and brown.
It’s got little ears, little black eyes
and a pink nose. It can run and
walk. It can hide. It can’t swim. It
can’t fly.
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Lesson 7. Christmas presents.1
1. Talk to Santa Claus.

What’s your name?
How old are you?
What’s your mum’s name?
What’s your dad’s name?
Have you got a cat?
Have you got a goldfish?
Can you dance?
Can you sing?
2. Count.

11

12

13

14

15

eleven

twelve

thirteen

fourteen

fifteen

16

17

18

19

20

sixteen

seventeen

eighteen

nineteen

twenty

1 Christmas

рункі.
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presents. – Калядныя пада-

3. Read the letters1 and say:

Natasha wants... Harry wants...
Hi Santa Claus,
I want a ... .
It‛s little. It‛s green and blue. It‛s got
little black eyes.
It can jump, run and ﬂy. It can sing. It
can‛t swim.
It‛s very funny.
Natasha.

Hello Santa Claus,
I want a ... .
It‛s big. It‛s got a big mouth. It‛s got a
black nose and brown eyes. It‛s got red hair.
It can run, jump and play.
It‛s very nice.
Harry.

1 letters

– пісьмы.
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4. Look, read and answer. What presents has
Natasha got? What presents has Harry got?

pens



disks

books

a doll

5. Sing the song.

We wish you a merry Christmas!1
We wish you a merry Christmas!
We wish you a merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year!2
1 We

 


wish you a merry Christmas! – Жадаем
табе шчаслівых Каляд! 2 And a Happy New
Year! – І шчаслівага Новага года!
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UNIT 5. Food.
Lesson 1. I like tea.
1. Picture dictionary.

tea

coffee

juice

water

to drink

pizza

jam

bread

yoghurt

to eat

2. Play the “Eat or drink?” game.

Model. A: We eat it. – B: We eat bread.
A: We drink it. – B: We eat jam.



3. Sing the song.

I like to eat, eat, eat, eat
Pizza, bread and yoghurt.
I like to drink, drink, drink, drink
Tea and apple juice.
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4. Letter secrets.

Yoghurt is yummy. y = []
Jam and juice jump. j = []



5a. Listen, read and answer. What happens? Why?
Што адбываецца? Чаму? What do they like?
Што яны любяць?

Liz: What’s this?
Mike: It’s jam. I like jam.
Eat me!

Liz: Look! A magic1 tree!
Mike: Wow! Yummy!
Liz: I like pizza.
Mike: I like white bread.
Liz: I like brown bread.
Mike: I like yoghurt.
Liz: I like coffee.
Mike: I like tea.
1 magic
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– чарадзейны.

Liz: Oh! My nose!
Mike: Help! My ears!

Drink me!

Liz: Thank you!
Mike: I like juice.

5b. Choose a role and read.



5с. Act out.
6a. Speak about you.

Model. I like tea.



6b. Write 5 sentences about you.
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Lesson 2. A sweet princess.
1. Picture dictionary.

a sweet

meat



a cake

jelly

chocolate

fish

ice-cream

milk

a hot dog

2. Say the chant.

– Have some chocolate,
please.
– Thank you. It’s yummy.
I like it. I like it.
– Have some ice-cream,
please.
– Thank you. It’s yummy.
I like it. I like it.
– Have some coffee, please.
– No, thank you. I don’t
like it. It’s yuck*.
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3. Listen and read. Think of a title. Прыдумай
назву.



I’m a sweet princess1.

I like sweets.
I like ice-cream.
I like chocolate.
I like jelly and cake.

I don’t like fish.
I don’t like meat.
I don’t like milk.
I don’t like hot dogs.



4a. Say the rhyme.

Yummy, yummy, yummy,
I like sweets in my tummy2.
I like cakes, too.

Fish, I don’t like you!

1 princess

– прынцэса; 2 tummy – жывот.
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4b. Make up your rhyme.
5. Letter secrets.

Seals eat ice-cream. ea = []
6. Speak about you.

Model. I like juice. I don’t like coffee.



7. Write. What does the sweet princess say?
Што гаворыць прынцэса-ласуха?

Jelly, meat, pizza, jam, fish, hot
dogs, ice-cream, juice, sweets.

I like …
I don’t like …

Model. I like jelly. I don’t like hot dogs.

Lesson 3. Do you like carrots?
1. Picture dictionary.
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a potato

a tomato

a cucumber

a carrot

an apple

a banana

an orange

a lemon

2а. Look and say.

an apple

a banana

2b. Look and answer. What has she got? Што
ў яе ёсць?



3. Say the chant.

Potatoes and tomatoes,
Cucumbers and carrots.
Do you like carrots?

Apples and bananas,
Oranges and lemons.
Do you like lemons?

Yes, I do!

No, I don’t!

4. Play a guessing game.

Bob

Do you like

Ted

Dan

lemons?
oranges?
cucumbers?
tomatoes?

Pam

Helen

Yes, I do.
No, I don’t.
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5. Letter secrets.

Cucumbers and carrots can climb
the cook. c = []

I like ice. It’s nice. c = []



6. Ask Mike and write.

Model. 1. Do you like potatoes?

5

2
3

1

4

7

6

8

Lesson 4. I’m hungry1.
1. Picture dictionary.

soup

cheese

1 hungry
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chicken

– галодны.

a sausage

an egg

2. Listen, read and answer. What does Susie
like? Што любіць Сьюзі?

I’m hungry.
I’ve got some sausages.
I’ve got some cheese.
I’ve got some chicken.
I’ve got some eggs. Yummy!
2

1

– Hello, Mike! How are you?
– I’m fine, thank you. And you?
– I’m OK.
– How’s your mum?
– She’s fine, thanks.

Wow! I like sausages! I like
cheese! I like chicken! I
like eggs!
Yummy!
4

3

Oh, no! I haven’t got any sausages!
I haven’t got any cheese!
I haven’t got any chicken!
I haven’t got any... Susie!
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3a. Guess the riddles. What have I got? Што ў
мяне ёсць?
Help box
they
it
sausages
a sausage
eggs
cheese
carrots
tea
We eat them.
We eat it. We drink it.

Model 1. A: We drink it. It’s brown. It’s
sweet. What is it?
B: It’s … .
Model 2. A: We eat them. They’re pink. They
aren’t sweet. Cats like them. Dogs
like them. What have I got?
B: You’ve got some … .
3b. Make up your riddles.



4. Listen and role play.

Liz: Have you got any apples?
Shop assistant: Yes, sure.
Liz: Six apples, please.
Shop assistant: Here you are.
Liz: Thank you. Have you got any
milk?
Shop assistant: Yes, sure.
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Liz: Milk, please.
Shop assistant: Here you are.
Liz: Thank you. Goodbye.
Shop assistant: Goodbye.
5. Letter secrets.

Chocolate and cheese are for
chickens and children. ch = []
Budgies don’t like sausages. g = []



6. Write 6 sentences about you.

Model. 1. I’ve got some soup.
2. I haven’t got any carrots.

Lesson 5. At Peter’s café.
1a. Listen, read and answer. What does the chicken like? Што любіць кураня?

Welcome to the cafе! I’ve
got fish, meat, tea, sausages and potatoes, bread
and cheese. Boys and girls,
come in, please*!

1
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2

Peter: Come in and sit down,
please!
Chicken: Thank you, Peter.
3

Peter: Have some meat, please.
Yummy. M-m-m.
Chicken: Meat? No, thank you.
I don’t like meat. Yuck!
4

Chicken: I like bread. Have
you got any bread?
Peter: Bread? Sure.
5

Peter: Your bread. Here you
are.
Chicken: Thank you.
Peter: Oops! I’m sorry.
Chicken: Don’t worry*. It’s OK.
1b. Choose a role and read.
1c. Read and match with the pictures.
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A. No, thank you. I don’t like meat.
B. Have you got any bread?
C. I’ve got fish, meat, tea, sausages and potatoes, bread and cheese.
D. Your bread. Here you are.
E. Come in and sit down, please!
F. Have some meat.
1d. Act out.
2a. Look and answer. What has Peter got on the
menu? Што ў Пітэра ў меню?

Model. He’s got fish.
Meat ... 4.00

Menu
Bread ... 1.00

Fish ... 3.00

Cheese ... 2.00

Sausages ... 3.00

Tea ... 2.00

Potatoes ... 1.00

Coffee ... 2.00

2b. Look, read and count. How much is the bill?
Колькі каштуе заказ?

You: Hello!
Peter: Hi! Come in, please. Sit down.
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You: Thank you. Fish and potatoes, please.
Peter: Have some cheese. It’s yummy.
You: OK. Fish, cheese and potatoes.
Peter: And to drink?
You: Have you got any coffee?
Peter: Yes, sure.
You: Fish, cheese, potatoes and coffee, please.
2c. Role play “At the café”.



3. Draw your menu and write.

Model. I’ve got soup.

Lesson 6. Help the chicken.



1a. Listen and say the number.
1
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2

3

4

1b. Listen, read and answer. Why does the chicken run? Чаму ўцякае кураня?

1
Peter: Welcome to the cafе. Come in. Sit down,
please.
Fox: Thank you.
2
Peter: Have some lemons, please.
Fox: No, thank you. I don’t like lemons.
Peter: Have some apples, please.
Fox: Apples? No, thank you. I don’t like apples.
Peter: Have some bananas, please.
Fox: Bananas? I don’t like bananas, thank you.
3
Fox: I like chicken. Have you got any chicken?
Peter: Chicken? Sorry, I haven’t got any chicken.
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4
Fox: Oh, I see a chicken. Thank you, Peter. Goodbye!
Chicken: Oh, no! Help! Help!



1c. Choose a role and read.
1d. Act out.
2. Role play “Treat the fox”.

Pupil: Hello, Fox! How are you?
Fox: I’m hungry.
Pupil: Have some meat, please.
Fox: Thank you. I like meat.
Pupil: Have some bananas, please.
Fox: No, thank you. I don’t like bananas.
3. Do the project “Your picnic basket”.
• Draw a basket with foods. Намалюй кошык
з прадуктамі.
• Write 3 riddles about food. Напішы 3 загадкі
пра ежу.

Model. 1. We drink it. It’s yellow. It’s
sweet.
2. We eat them. They’re white and
yellow.
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Lesson 7. On a picnic.
1. Play the board game.
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UNIT 6. My home.
Lesson 1. Liz has got a new1 house.
1. Picture dictionary.



a house

a table

a bookcase

a chair

a bed

a sofa

a carpet

an armchair

2. Say the chant.

What’s this? – It’s a house.
What’s this? – It’s a table.
What’s this? – It’s a bookcase.
What’s this? – It’s a chair.
What’s this? – It’s a bed.
What’s this? – It’s a sofa.
What’s this? – It’s a carpet.
What’s this? – It’s an armchair.
1 new
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– новы.

3a. Listen, read and answer. Where do Liz and
Mike hide? Дзе хаваюцца Майк і Ліз?

Mike: Is this your house, Liz?
Liz: Yes, it is.
Mike: Look! What’s this? It’s
your bed!

1

2

Mike: Look! And a sofa! …
And a carpet! And an armchair! … And chairs!
Liz: We’ve got a new house!!!
Hooray!
Dad: Liz! Mike! Where are
you? I can’t see you.
Liz: Let’s hide!

3

4

Mike: Liz, look … a bookcase!
Here! Come on!
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Liz and Mike: Oh, no! Stop!
Stop! Help!!!

5

3b. Choose a role and read.
3c. Play a memory game.

Model. A: Liz has got a bed. The bed is
brown.
B : Right!
4. Letter secrets.

A carpet and an armchair are
in a car. ar = []
5. Read the words with [], then with [] and [].

Carpet, dad, name, armchair, baby, car,
apple, granny, snake, parrot, Dave, star, rabbit,
cake, carrot.



6. Write. What’s this? Што гэта?

Model. 1. It’s a chair.
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Lesson 2. My room1.
1. Picture dictionary.

a mirror

a lamp

a computer

a TV

2. Play a guessing game.

Model 1. A: Have you got a lamp?
B : Yes, I have.
A: What colour?
B : Brown.
A: Have you got a mirror?
B : No, I haven’t.
A: Room number ... !
B : Right!
1

2

1 room

– пакой.
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3

4

Model 2. A: I’ve got a red sofa and a green
lamp.
B : Room number …
A: Right!
3. Speak about your classroom. Count and say.

Model. We’ve got fourteen desks.
4. Letter secrets.

The brother likes the computer. er = []
The sister likes the mirror. or = []
5. Read the words.

Sister, computer, mirror, brother, hamster,
Peter.



6. Write about your room.
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Model. I’ve got a table. I haven’t got a computer.
A table, a bed, a sofa, a bookcase, a chair, a lamp,
an armchair, a TV, a computer, a carpet.

Lesson 3. Mike’s room.
1. Picture dictionary.

a window

a door

the floor



2. Sing the song.

Point to the window.
Point to the door.
Point to the table.
Point to the floor.
Clap your hands together
One, two, three.
Turn around quickly.
What can you see?
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I can see the window.
I can see the door.
I can see the table.
I can see the floor.
3a. Read and match. Which picture? Які малюнак?
1

2

Mike: I’ve got a big room. It’s beautiful. I’ve got
a bed. It’s brown. I’ve got a big table. It’s
brown, too. I’ve got a blue and yellow carpet
on the floor. I’ve got a big blue armchair and
a blue bookcase. I haven’t got a computer.
What a pity!1 But I’ve got a TV. I like my
room!
1 What
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a pity! – Шкада!

3b. Speak about Liz.

Model. She’s got a blue bed and two grey
chairs.



3c. Write about Liz.

Lesson 4. Peter and Susie.
1. Picture dictionary.

in

on

under



2a. Listen and point.
1

2

3
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4

7

5

8

6

9

10

2b. Read and match.

A. Susie is in the room, too.
B. Peter is on the bed.
C. Susie is in the bag, too!
D. Peter is in the room.
E. Susie is under the desk, too.
F. Peter is on the bookcase
G. Peter is under the desk.
H. Susie is on the bed, too.
I. Peter is in the bag.
J. Miaow! Susie is … not on the bookcase!
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3. Play the “The last sentence” game.

a. What have you got in the classroom?
Model. We’ve got a table in the classroom.
b. What have you got on the desks?
Model. We’ve got books on the desks.



4. Write the sentences in your exercise-book.

Model. I’ve got a desk in my room.
1. ivegotadeskinmyroom
2. thedeskisblue
3. ivegotbooksonthedesk
4. ivegotpensonthedesk
5. mycatisunderthechair

Lesson 5. Liz’s dream.1



1. Say the chant.

Where’s my little hare?
Look! Under the chair.
Where’s my little fox?
Look! In the box.
1 Liz’s

dream. – Сон Ліз.
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Where’s my little cat?
Look! On the bed.
Where’s my little bear?
Look! On the chair.
Where’s my English book?
It’s here. Look!
2a. Look and guess.

Model. A:
B:
A:
B:
1

Number 1. What’s this?
It’s a lamp.
Where’s the lamp?
It’s on the table.
3

2

5

4

2b. Look and check.

Model. A: The lamp is on the table.
B : Right!
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6

2c. Read and ﬁnd mistakes.

I like my room. It’s beautiful. I’ve got a brown
and purple bed, a purple sofa, a purple armchair
and a purple chair. I’ve got a brown table and
a pink lamp on the table. I’ve got a grey TV and
a brown bookcase. The carpet on the floor is
green, purple, brown and pink.
2d. Write the sentences. Where are the pets? Дзе
дамашнія жывёлы?

Model. 1. The cat is in the bookcase.
1. The cat is ... the bookcase.
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2. The dog is ... the sofa.
3. The frog is ... the bed.
4. The rat is ... the armchair.
5. The rabbit is ... the table.

Lesson 6. Magic town.1



1a. Listen and answer. Whose house is it? Чый
гэта дом?
Robot

Thumberlina

Teddy Bear

1 Magic
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town. – Чарадзейны горад.

1b. Read and complete.

1. Hi! My name’s ... . I’ve got a house. It’s
big. I’ve got a sofa. It’s blue and yellow. I’ve got
a bookcase. It’s big and brown. I’ve got a brown
table and a blue armchair. I’ve got a brown bed.
I’ve got a carpet on the floor. It’s orange, brown,
blue and pink. My house is nice.
2. Hello! My name’s ... . I’ve got a little house.
I’ve got a red bed, a red table and three orange
chairs. I like my little house.
3. Hello! My name’s … . I’ve got a house. It’s
big. I’ve got a bed in my house. It’s brown. I’ve
got a grey TV, an orange desk and a yellow chair
in my room. My computer is on the desk. I’ve got
a brown bookcase. I’ve got many books in the
bookcase. And I’ve got a table in my house. I like
my house.
2. Do the project “A house for the character”.
Зрабі праект «Домік для героя».
• Choose a character and draw a house for him
or her. Выберы героя і намалюй для яго ці
для яе домік.
• Write about the character’s house. Напішы
пра домік гэтага героя.
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Lesson 7. Goldilocks.1



1a. Listen, read and answer. What does Goldilocks
see? What does Goldilocks like?
1

Goldilocks: What a nice house! It’s got two
little windows and a big door.
2

Goldilocks: Hello! Oh, a table and three chairs.
I’m tired.2 I want to sit a little3.

Я

1 Goldilocks. – Залатавалоска; 2 I’m
стамілася; 3 a little – трошкі.
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tired. –

3

Goldilocks: The big chair isn’t good. The
middle-sized1 chair isn’t good. The little
chair is fine. I like it.
4
a spoon

a plate

Goldilocks: And what’s
h
this?
h
Three plates and
three spoons. Oh, I’m hungry. I don’t like
the soup in the big plate. And I don’t like
the soup in the middle-sized plate. I like
the soup in the little plate. Yum, yum.
1 middle-sized

– сярэдняга памеру.
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5

Goldilocks: What’s in this room? Three beds.
Great! I want to sleep a little.1 I can’t climb
the big bed. And I can’t climb the middlesized bed. But I can climb the little bed.
I like it. And it’s near2 the window.
6

Mummy bear: Look! What a mess!3
Daddy bear: Who’s sat4 on my big chair?
Mummy bear: Who’s sat on my middle-sized
chair?
Little bear: Who’s sat on my little chair?
Where’s my soup?
1I

want to sleep a little. – Я хачу трошкі паспаць; 2 near – каля; 3 What a mess! – Які беспарадак! 4 Who’s sat..? – Хто сядзеў..?
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7

Daddy bear: Who’s slept1 in my big bed?
Mummy bear: Who’s slept in my middle-sized
bed?
Little bear: Who’s slept in my..? Look! A girl!
Goldilocks: Goodbye, bears!
1b. Read and number.

Model. 1–C.
A. Goldilocks sits on the little chair.
B. She eats the soup in the little plate.
C. Goldilocks sees a little house.
1 Who’s

slept..? – Хто спаў..?
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D. She sees three plates and spoons on the
table.
E. She sees three chairs in the house.
F. Three bears are in the house.
G. Goldilocks runs away.
H. Goldilocks sees three beds.
I. She can climb the little bed.
J. The little bear sees Goldilocks in his bed.



1c. Choose a role and read.
2. Act out.
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UNIT 7. In the lesson.
Lesson 1. I’m a pupil.
1. Picture dictionary.

a book

an exercise-book

a rubber

a pencil-case

a ruler

a school

a pen

a bag

a pencil

a pupil



2. Say the chant.

Black, black, a black bag.
Red, red, a red ruler.
Grey, grey, a grey rubber.
And a pink pencil-case.
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3. Count and say.

Model. He’s got three books.



4a. Listen and guess. Which bag has Liz got? Які
партфель у Ліз?
A

B
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C

4b. Read and guess. Which bag has Alesya got?
Які партфель у Алесі?

Hello! My name’s Alesya. This is
my bag. I’ve got a blue pencil-case.
I’ve got a purple pen. I’ve got six
pencils. I’ve got a white ruler. I’ve
got a grey rubber. I’m a pupil! I like
school!
4c. Speak about your bag.
5. Letter secrets.

Susie is a pupil. u = []
But: [] ruler, blue.
u []
p u p i l
u

i

S u s i e
u

i

6. Read the words with [], then with [].

Pupil, rubber, mum, computer, Susie, jump,
blue, run, cucumber, ruler, Lucky, yummy,
under.
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7. Write about Liz and Mike.
Model. She’s got a book.
He’s got a pen.

Lesson 2. Can you give me a pencil?



1a. Listen, read and answer. Who’s got the school
things? У каго школьныя прылады?

1

Mike: Liz, I haven’t got a
pen. I haven’t got a pencil.
I haven’t got a ruler. And I
haven’t got a rubber.
Where’s my pen? Where’s
my pencil? Where’s my
ruler? Where’s my rubber?
Liz: Mike, look at Peter! He’s
got your pen and your pencil!
And he’s got your ruler and
your rubber!
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Mike: Peter, have you got
my pen?
Peter: Yes!... No, I haven’t.

2

1b. Choose a role and read.
1c. Act out.
2a. Say the chant.





– Can you give me a pencil?
– A pencil?
– Yes, a pencil.
– Sure, here you are.
– Thank you, thank you.
– Can you give me a ruler?
– A ruler?
– Yes, a ruler.
– I haven’t got a ruler. I’m
sorry. I’m sorry.
– Don’t worry. It’s OK.
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2b. Role play.
3. Letter secrets.
He’s Peter, she’s Eva. e = []

Ten pencils are in the pencilcase. e = []
e
[]
P e t e r
e

e

[]
s h e
e

p e n
e

p e n с i l
e

i

4. Read the words with [], then with []

He, pencil, egg, red, yellow, Peter, Steve, Ted,
red, ten, we, Eva, pen, jelly, she, Mrs Read.



5. Write. What does Rose say? Што гаворыць
Роуз?

Model. I’ve got four pens.
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Lesson 3. Is it near the board?



1. Sing the song.

Put1 your pencil in the bag!
In the bag, in the bag!
Put your pencil in the bag!
Put it in the bag!

 

Take2 your bag and go to school!
Go to school, go to school!
Take your bag and go to school!
Say goodbye to Mum!
2. Picture dictionary.

near

the board

a desk

3a. Listen and answer. Who’s the new pupil? Хто
новы вучань?

1. Look! A rat is in the bag!
1put

– пакладзі; 2take – вазьмі.
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2. It’s on the table!

3. It’s under the table!
4. It’s near the table!
5. Mrs Read: Ah! What’s this? Oh,
it’s you, Rose.
Mike: We’ve got a new pupil!
3b. Read and answer. Where’s Rose?
3c. Choose a role and read.
4a. Speak to your classmate. Where are Mikita’s
school things? Дзе школьныя прылады Мікіты?

Model. А: Where’s the pencil-case?
B : It’s on the desk.
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4b. Play a guessing game. What's this?

Is it

in the bag?
on the desk?
under the desk?
on the board?
on the chair?
on the floor?

Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.
It’s a …!



5. Write.

Model. 1. The pencil is on the bag.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Lesson 4. Let’s go to school!
1. Sing the song.



I’m a pupil,
You’re a pupil,
He’s a pupil, too.

She’s a pupil,
We’re pupils,
They’re pupils, too.

2. Grammar secret.

We’re = We are
You’re = You are
They’re = They are

I’m = I am
You’re = You are
He’s = He is
She’s = She is
It’s = It is

3. Speak about your classroom.

Model. The teacher is near the board.
The books are on the desks.
The teacher
The pupils
The books
The bookcase
The board
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is
are

on the chairs.
on the desks.
near the window.
on the wall.
on the floor.





The desks
The mirror
The bags

is
are

near the board.
near the desks.
in the bookcase.
near the table.

4a. Look and say.

Model. One rat is under the desk.
The pencils are on the desks.
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4b. Listen, read and answer. Why do the rats run?
Чаму пацукі ўцяклі?

Liz: Look! What’s this?
Mike: What can you see?
Liz: I can see desks: one, two, three … six desks.
Mike: I can see exercise-books and pencils on the
desks.
Liz: I can see a bookcase near the window.
Mike: I can see a big rat near the board!
Liz: The rat is the teacher! Oh, it’s a school!
Mike: Let me see. One rat, two, three… One rat is
under the desk. One rat is in the bag. One rat
is near the door.
Teacher: Hello, pupils!
Rats: Hello!
Teacher: Look at the board. Say the letters:
C-A-T.
Rats: C-A-T.
Teacher: Good. What’s this?
Cat: Miaow!
Rats: It’s a cat! Run!
4c. Choose a role and read.



4d. Complete the sentences. Write.

Model. 1. The teacher is near the board.
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1. The teacher is … . 2. The exercise-books
are … . 3. The bookcase is … . 4. The cat is … .
5. The pencils are … . 6. The desks are … .

Lesson 5. School rules.



1. Say the chant.
Stand up!
Listen!

Sit down!
Read!

Open your book!

Speak English!
Write!

Draw!

Close your book!

OK!

Oh, no!
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2a. Look, read and complete.

1. Don’t eat, Mike!
2. Don’t jump, …!
3. Don’t run, …!

4. Don’t hide, …!
5. Don’t …, Liz!
6. Don’t …, Ted!
Tom

Ben
Ted



Pam

2b. Listen and check.
3. Read and match.

Model. 1–H.
1. Go to the table. 2. Take a pen. 3. Write
“school” in your exercise-book. 4. Put the pen
in your bag. 5. Go to the board. 6. Draw a cat.
7. Open the door. 8. Close the door.
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A

B

С

D

E

F

G

H

4. Letter secrets.

Look! A cook is on the book. оо = []



A cool room in the school. оо = []
oo
[]
cook
look

[]
book
good

room
school
cool

5. Read the words with [], [], [] and [].

Book, open, no, room, close; don’t, look, good,
dog, stop, cool, cook, school, frog, oh.
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6a. Speak about you. What do you do in the lesson? Што вы робіце на ўроку?

Model. We read in the lesson.
Read, play, speak, draw, write, jump, dance,
sing, hide, listen, sleep, eat, drink, run, swim,
fly.



6b. Write sentences.

Lesson 6. Animal school.



1a. Listen, read and answer. What does Frog give
to his friends? Is Frog a good pupil? Why?
Што жабяня дало сябрам? Ён добры вучань? Чаму?
1

2

3

4

5

6
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7

1
Frog: Hooray! I’m a pupil! I can read, I can write,
I can draw.
Animals: What have you got?
Frog: I’ve got a pen, a pencil, a ruler and a rubber.
2
Monkey: Hello!
Frog: Hi!
Monkey: I haven’t got a pen. Can you give me
a pen, please?
Frog: Sure, here you are.
Monkey: Thank you.
3
Rabbit: Hi!
Frog: Hello!
Rabbit: I haven’t got a ruler. Can you give me
a ruler, please?
Frog: Sure, here you are.
Rabbit: Thank you.
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4
Snake: S-s-s. Hello, Frog! I haven’t got a pencil.
Can you give me a pencil, please?
Frog: Sure, here you are.
Snake: Thank you.
5
Bee: Z-z-z. I haven’t got a rubber. Can you give
me a rubber, please?
Frog: Sure, here you are.
Bee: Thank you.
6
Teacher: Hello, pupils! Sit down. Open your
exercise-books. Take your pencils and draw
your school.
Frog: Oh, I haven’t got a pencil. I haven’t got a pen.
I haven’t got a ruler. I haven’t got a rubber.
7
Monkey: Hello, Frog! Here’s your pen. Thank you
very much!
Rabbit: Here’s your ruler. Thank you very much!
Snake: Here’s your pencil. Thank you very much!
Bee: Here’s your rubber. Thank you very much!
Monkey: Here’s a banana.
Frog: Thank you very much!
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1b. Read and match. Who says it? Хто гэта гаворыць?
A

B

C

D

E

F

1. I haven’t got a rubber. 2. Here’s a banana.
3. Can you give me a pencil, please? 4. Here’s
your ruler. 5. Take your pencils and draw your
school. 6. Sure, here you are. 7. Thank you very
much.
2. Choose a role and read.



3. Act out the story.



4. Write about the animals.

Model. 1. The rabbit has got a ruler but he
hasn’t got a rubber.
+
–
1. The rabbit
2. The monkey
3. The snake
4. The frog
5. The bee

a ruler
a book
a pen
a bag
a pencil

a rubber
an exercise-book
a pencil
a pencil-case
a ruler
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Lesson 7. I’m in Class 3 “A”.
1. Play a guessing game. Which pencil-case is
it? Які гэта пенал?

Model. А: I’ve got a yellow ruler. I’ve got
five pencils. I’ve got a purple pen.
B : Number four!
1

2

3

4

2. Read and answer. What is the mistake in the
picture? Якая памылка на малюнку?
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Hi! My name’s Jenny. I’m eight. I’m a pupil.
I’m in class 3 “A”. I can read. I can write. I can
speak English.
I’ve got a bag. It’s blue. I’ve got a pink pencilcase. I’ve got two pens, a purple pen and a green
pen. I’ve got ten pencils. I’ve got a grey rubber
and a red ruler.
I like school!
3. Do the project “I’m a pupil”. Зрабі праект
«Я вучань».
• Draw your bag and pencil-case.
• Write about you.
Help box
I’m ... . My name’s ... . I can ... . I’ve got ... .
I like ... .
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4. Play the board game.

Hello!

Go to
number 3!

Stand up!

Count
from 1
to 10!
Go to the
board!
Draw a bag!

Write
“a pen”!

Go to the
board!
Jump!

Go to
number 7!

Go to the
window!

Go to the
door! Open
the door!

Sing
a song!

Go to the
door!

Count from
11 to 20!

Stop!

Count
from 10
to 1.
Goodbye!
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Say a chant!

Write
“a pencil”!

Go to the
board!

UNIT 8. Seasons.
Lesson 1. What’s the weather like today?
1. Picture dictionary.
sunny

cloudy

hot

warm

foggy

cold

windy



2. Say the chant.

What’s the weather like today? Is it sunny?
Yes, it is. It’s very hot.
What’s the weather like today? Is it windy?
No, it isn’t. But it’s very cold.
3. Grammar secret.

it’s = it is

It’s sunny. = It is sunny.
Is it sunny? – Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
It isn’t sunny. = It is not sunny.
isn’t = is not
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4. Play a guessing game.

Model. A: Is it windy?
B : No, it isn’t.
A: Is it foggy?
B : Yes, it is.
5. Look at the pictures. Correct the mistakes.

Model. 1. It isn’t hot. It’s cold.
1. It’s hot.
2. It’s foggy.
3. It’s warm.
4. It’s cloudy.
5. It’s windy.
6. It’s cold.



1

2

3

4

5

6

6a. Listen, read and answer. What’s the weather
like? Why? Якое надвор’е? Чаму?

Mike: Hi, Liz! Let’s go for
a walk.
Liz: OK. The weather is good.
Liz: It’s sunny!
Mike: Yes, it’s hot.
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1

2

Liz: It isn’t hot. It’s warm.
Mike: And it’s cloudy.

Liz: Oh, it’s windy.
Mike: Yes, it is.

3

4

Liz: It’s foggy. I can’t see you.
Mike: I’m here. Look!
5

Liz: What’s this?
Mike: It’s a Time Machine!
All: Peter! Don’t touch1 it!

6b. Choose a role and read.
7. Letter secrets.

A mouse on the cloud. ou = []
But: soup []
1 touch

– чапаць.
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8. Read the words with [], then with [] and [].

Mouse, good, cloud, house, look, room, mouth,
book, school.



9. Write. What’s the weather like?

Model. 1. It’s warm.
1

4

2

5

3

6

Lesson 2. Autumn, winter, spring
and summer.
1. Picture dictionary.

autumn
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winter

spring

summer

rainy

snowy

2. Listen, read and answer. What season does
Liz like? Якая пара года падабаецца Ліз?

Liz: Oh! It’s rainy and
foggy. It’s cold.
Mike: It’s autumn.
Liz: I don’t like autumn.
Let’s fly away.1
2

1

Liz: It’s snowy. Brr... it’s
very cold.
Mike: It’s winter.
Liz: I don’t like winter.
Let’s fly away.
3

Liz: It’s warm. It’s windy.
Mike: It’s spring.
Liz: I don’t like spring.
Let’s fly away.
1 Let’s

fly away. – Давай паляцім.
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4



Liz: It’s hot. It’s sunny. Oh! I
like it!
Mike: It’s summer. Let’s swim!
Liz: Look! Crocodiles! Let’s fly
away!

3. Say the rhyme.

Spring is green,
Summer is bright,

Autumn is yellow,
Winter is white.

4. Speak about you.

Model. I like autumn. It’s beautiful. But I
don’t like winter. It’s cold and snowy.
5a. Read and guess. What season is it? Якая гэта
пара года?

It’s rainy. It’s foggy. It’s cloudy. It’s
windy. It’s ... .
5b. Make up your riddle about a season.
6. Letter secrets.

I can fly. Bye-bye! y = []
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It’s cloudy and rainy. y = []
7. Read the words.

Fly, sunny, cloudy, bye, goodbye, rainy,
snowy, my, windy, foggy, puppy.



8. Write the words.

Model. Spring, …
Spring coldsnowysummerwinterrainyautumnhot

Lesson 3. We can ski in winter.
1. Picture dictionary.

play football

play volleyball

play tennis

play ice-hockey

play badminton

play basketball
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play snowballs

skate

ski

2a. Read and match.

Model. Number 1 is Pat. She can play volleyball.
1

2

3

5
4

David can play football.
Pat can play volleyball.
Nick can play badminton.
Sam can play snowballs.
Ben can play basketball.
Nelly can play tennis.
Fred can skate.
Kitty can ski.
Harry can play ice-hockey.
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6
7
8

9



2b. Listen and check.
2c. Play a guessing game.

Model. A: Can you ski?
B : No, I can’t.
A: Can you play tennis?
B : Yes, I can.
A: You’re Nelly.
3. Play “The last sentence” game.

Model. I can ski in winter.
I can

ski
swim
play basketball
play ice-hockey

in summer.
in autumn.
in winter.
in spring.

4. Letter secrets.

A black chicken can play icehockey. ck = []

5. Read the words with [], then with [].

Ice-hockey, Nick, cheese, chocolate, black,
chicken, Jack, teacher, Mick, Becky.
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6. Write in your exercise-book.

Model. 1. He can play snowballs.
2. She can skate.
3. They can ski.
1

4
2

3

5
6

Lesson 4. What can you do in spring?



1. Say the chant.

What can you do in spring?
What can you do?
What can you do?
I can dance and sing. And you?
What can you do in summer?
What can you do?
What can you do?
I can swim. And you?
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What can you do in autumn?
What can you do?
What can you do?
I can go for a walk. And you?

What can you do in winter?
What can you do?
What can you do?
I can skate and ski. And you?
2. Look and say.

Model. A: What can you do in summer?
B : I can play badminton in summer.

3. Speak about you. What seasons do you like?
Якія поры года ты любіш?

Model. I like winter. It’s cold and snowy.
I can play ice-hockey in winter. I can
ski and play snowballs.
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4. Letter secrets.

I sing in spring “Ding-dong!
Ding-dong!” ng = []



5. Write.

Model. I like autumn. I can play football in
autumn.
1

2

3

4

Lesson 5. Let’s play football.



1. Sing the song.

It’s a hot summer day1.
Let me see2, let me see.
We can swim, we can run,
You and me, you and me.
It’s a foggy autumn day.
Let me see, let me see.
We can play, we can hide,
You and me, you and me.
1 day
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– дзень; 2 let me see – дай падумаць.

It’s a cold winter day.
Let me see, let me see.
We can skate, we can ski,
You and me, you and me.
It’s a windy spring day.
Let me see, let me see.
We can dance, we can sing,
You and me, you and me.
2a. Listen, read and answer. What does Liz like?
Што падабаецца Ліз?

Mike: Hi, Liz!
Liz: Hi, Mike.
Mike: How are you?
Liz: I’m sad1.

1

Mike: Let’s play volleyball.
Liz: M-m-m…
Mike: Let’s play football.
Liz: No, thank you. I don’t
like football.
1 sad

– сумны.
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2

Mike: Let’s go for a walk.
Liz: Sorry, I can’t.
Mike: Let’s have some icecream.
Liz: That’s a good idea! I like
ice-cream!

2b. Choose a role and read.
3. Role play.

Model. A: It’s warm and sunny. Let’s play
tennis!
B : No, thank you.
A: Let’s go for a walk!
B : That’s a good idea!

It’s

hot.
warm.
windy.
rainy.
cloudy.
snowy.

Sorry, I can’t.
No, thank you.



4. Write.
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Let’s

read a book!
play football!
play snowballs!
draw!
go for a walk!
dance!

That’s a good idea!
OK.

Model. 1. It’s snowy. Let’s go for a walk!
1. itssnowyletsgoforawalk
2. itshotletsswim
3. itswarmletsplaybadminton
4. itscoldletsplayicehockey

Lesson 6. What’s your favourite season?
1a. Look and say. What can Peter do in spring,
summer, autumn and winter? Што Пітэр можа
рабіць вясной, летам, восенню і зімой?
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1b. Read and check.

Spring
In spring it’s warm and sunny.
I can go for a walk and play
football in spring.
Summer
In summer it’s hot and sunny.
I don’t go to school. I can swim in summer.
Autumn
In autumn it’s cloudy and foggy and rainy. I like
the trees in autumn.
They’re red, yellow and brown.
Winter
In winter it’s cold and windy.
I can ski. We have Christmas1 in winter.
It’s fun!
My favourite season is summer.



1c. Listen and answer. What mistake does Peter
make? Якую памылку зрабіў Пітэр?
2. Do the project “My seasons tree”. Зрабі праект “Дрэва сезонаў».
1 Christmas
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– Каляды.

3. Play the board game.

What’s your favourite season?

spring

summer

Do you like apples?
Yes

No

Have you got a hamster?
Yes

No

winter

autumn

Do you like sausages?
Yes

No

Have you got a cat?
Yes

No

Can you skate?

Can you sing?

Yes

Yes

No



No
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Lesson 7. The Ugly Duckling.1



1a. Listen, read and answer. Who likes the Ugly
Duckling? Каму падабаецца гадкае качаня?

1
It’s summer. It’s hot and sunny. Look at the
duck. She has five eggs in the nest: four little
eggs and one big egg. Crack! Crack! Crack! Four
little ducklings! Crack! Oh! What a big duckling!

Mum: Let’s go to the water! Let’s swim and play!
Ducklings: Wow! It’s fun!
1 The
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Ugly Duckling. – Гадкае качаня.

Mum: Let’s go to the farm1!
Big ducks: What beautiful little ducklings! What
an ugly big duckling!
The little ducklings play on the farm.
Ugly Duckling: Let’s play together2!
Ducklings: You’re an ugly big duckling! We
don’t like you! Goodbye!
Ugly Duckling: Hello, Rabbits! Let’s play together!
Rabbits: You’re an ugly big duckling! We don’t
like you! Goodbye!

1 farm

– ферма; 2together – разам.
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2
It’s autumn. It’s windy and rainy. The ugly
duckling is cold.
Ugly Duckling: Hello, Dog! Can I go into your
house?
Dog: No, you can’t! You’re an ugly big duckling!
I don’t like you! Goodbye!

It’s winter. It’s very cold and snowy.
Man: Oh! Hello, duckling! You’re cold! I’ve got
a big house. Come in please!
Ugly Duckling: I like the house. It’s nice and
warm. Let’s play, children!
Children: You’re an ugly big duckling! We don’t
like you! Goodbye!
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3
It’s spring. It’s warm.
Ugly Duckling: What beautiful birds1! They can
fly!
Swans: Hello! How are you?
Ugly Duckling: I’m fine, thanks.
Swans: Let’s fly!
Ugly Duckling: What? I’m an ugly big duckling...
Swans: Look into the water!
Ugly Duckling: Oh, I’m not an ugly big duckling!
I’m... I’m...
Swans: You’re a beautiful big swan2!
1 birds

– птушкі; 2 swan – лебедзь.
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1b. True or false?

1. The Ugly Duckling is big.
2. The Ugly Duckling has got six brothers
and sisters.
3. The ducklings play in the water in summer.
4. The big ducks like the Ugly Duckling.
5. The dog is near the house.
6. The Ugly Duckling can swim in winter.
7. The Ugly Duckling can fly in spring.
8. The Ugly Duckling is a beautiful big duck.



2. Choose a role and read.
3. Act out.
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UNIT 9. I love animals.
Lesson 1. At the circus.
circus

1. Picture dictionary.

a bear

a monkey

a lion

a tiger



2. Sing the song.

We’re at the circus,
We’re at the circus,
We’re at the circus.
Oh, it’s fun!

We can see a bear,
One, two, three.
The bear can dance
For you and me.

We can see a tiger,
One, two, three.
The tiger can jump
For you and me.

We can see a lion,
One, two, three.
The lion can run
For you and me.
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3a. Read and guess. What animal is it? Якая гэта
жывёліна?

I’m big. I’m brown. I’m at the circus. I can
dance and climb trees. I’m a ... .
3b. Make up your riddles. Загадай свае загадкі.



4. Write about the animals.

Model. Bears can climb trees. Bears can’t fly.

Lesson 2. At the zoo.
1. Picture dictionary.

a fox

a crocodile
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a hippo

a giraffe

an elephant

2a. Read and match. What's missing?

Model. 1 – C.
1. Crocodiles
2. Giraffes
3. Hippos

A. They’re from Africa. They’re yellow and
brown. They’re very big. They can run. They eat
leaves1 and grass2. They drink water.
B. They’re from India. They’re grey. They’re
very big. They’ve got a long nose. They can swim.
They can’t jump. They eat apples and bananas.
They drink water.
C. They’re from Africa. They’re long. They’re
green. They can swim and hide. They eat meat
and drink water.
D. They’re from Africa. They’re very big.
They’re grey. They can swim very well. They eat
grass. They drink water.
1 leaves

– лісце; 2 grass – трава.
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2b. True or false?

1. Hippos are from Africa.
2. Giraffes are yellow and black.
3. Elephants have got a long nose.
4. Crocodiles can hide.
5. Elephants are from Belarus.
6. Hippos eat apples and bananas.
2c. Choose an animal and speak about it.
3a. Speak about foxes.

Belarus, red, beautiful, run and
jump, chicken and fish, water.



3b. Write about foxes.

Lesson 3. A funny animal.
1. Look, read and guess the animals.

A. It isn’t big.
It isn’t red.
It isn’t from Belarus.
What is it?
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B. They aren’t little.
They aren’t brown.
They aren’t from America.
What are they?
2. Grammar secret.

I’m not = I am not
You aren’t = You are not
He isn’t = He is not
She isn’t = She is not
It isn’t = It is not
We aren’t = We are not
You aren’t = You are not
They aren’t = They are not
3a. Correct the mistakes.

Model. A bear isn’t yellow. It’s brown. Monkeys aren’t green. They’re brown.
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3b. Write sentences.
4. Play “Your funny animal” game.

This is ...
1. a tiger
2. a crocodile
3. a bear
4. an elephant
5. a giraffe
6. a lion

It’s from ...
1. Africa
2. Belarus
3. America
4. Russia
5. Britain
6. India

It’s ...
1. pink
2. blue
3. purple
4. orange
5. green
6. yellow

It’s got ...
1. a long nose
2. a little nose
3. a big mouth
4. long ears
5. big ears
6. long hair

It can ...
1. run
2. swim
3. climb trees
4. dance
5. fly
6. skate

It likes ...
1. meat
2. bananas
3. carrots
4. fish
5. sausages
6. ice-cream
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Lesson 4. Vanessa, a happy hippo.
1. Listen, read and answer. What can Vanessa
do? Што Ванэса ўмее рабіць?
1

My name’s Vanessa. I’m a hippo.
I haven’t got any friends. I’m
sad.

Hippo: Hello, tigers! Let’s play 2
together!
Tigers: Hello! Can you play
football?
Hippo: Sorry, I can’t.
Tigers: Goodbye, hippo!
3

Hippo: Hello, rabbits! Let’s play!
Rabbits: Hello! Can you play
volleyball?
Hippo: Sorry, I can’t.
Rabbits: Goodbye, hippo!

Hippo: Hello, giraffes! Let’s play!
Giraffes: Hello! Can you play
basketball?
Hippo: Sorry, I can’t.
Giraffes: Goodbye, hippo!

4
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Hippo: Hello, butterflies!
Let’s play!
Butterflies: Hello! What’s
your name?
Hippo: Vanessa.
Butterflies: What a beautiful name! Can you dance,
Vanessa?
Hippo: Sorry, I can’t.
Butterflies: Let’s dance!
Hippo: That’s a good idea!
I like it! I can dance! I can
dance! I’m happy!
2. True or false?

1. The giraffes can play football.
2. The rabbits can play basketball.
3. The giraffes can play volleyball.
4. Vanessa is a butterfly.
5. Vanessa can play basketball.
6. Vanessa is happy.





3. Choose a role and read.
4. Act out.
5. Match and write sentences.
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5

Model. The tigers can play football.
The tigers can
The rabbits can
The giraffes can
The butterflies can
Vanessa can’t
Vanessa can

dance.
play football.
play volleyball.
play basketball.

Lesson 5. My passport.
1. Look and speak.

Model. My name’s Liz. I’ve got a mum and a
dad. I can draw. I like oranges.
can

like

+ +

+ +

– –
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2a. Listen and guess. Who’s speaking?

Alisa

Maxim

2b. Read and complete.

My name’s Alisa. I’m nine. I’m from Belarus.
I’ve got blue ... and long fair hair. I’ve got a big
family. I’ve got a mum, a dad, a little brother, a
granny and a ... . I’m a pupil. I can draw, ... and
sing. I like chicken, cakes and ... . Yummy!
2c. Do the project “My passport”. Зрабі праект
«Мой пашпарт».

Lesson 6. Message in a bottle.1



1. Listen, read and answer. Where’s the little
rabbit?

– What a nice day! It’s sunny. It’s hot.
Let’s play volleyball.
1 Message in a bottle. – Пасланне ў бутэльцы.
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– Sorry, I don’t like volleyball. Let’s swim in the
river.
– OK. The water’s warm.
I like summer. And you?

– I like summer too. Liz, look!

– What’s this? A bottle?
Let’s open it!
– Wow! A message! Let’s read it.
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Help! I‛m Mother Rabbit.
I‛ve got a little son1.
His name‛s Bunny. He‛s lost2.
Please, help!
Thank you,
Mother Rabbit

2. Play “The last sentence” game. Speak about
the animals.

Model. A: The dog can sing.
B : The chicken is little.

1 son
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– сын; 2 He’s lost. – Ён згубіўся.

3. Role play. (A – Bunny, B – the dog.)

1. What’s your name?
2. Where are you from?
3. How old are you?
4. What’s your favourite season?
5. What’s your favourite colour?
6. What’s your favourite number?
7. Have you got …?
8. Do you like …?
9. Can you …?
4a. Make up a story.

I’m a rabbit.
My name’s Bunny.
I’m from ... .
I’m ... .
I’ve got ... eyes and a ... nose.
I’ve got a mum, ... .
I like ... .
I can ... .
My favourite colour is ... .
My favourite number is ... .
My favourite season is ... .



4b. Write about Bunny.
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Lesson 7. Goodbye, friends!



1a. Listen and match.

Model. 1 – G.

A. Your
favourite
food.

1. My favourite animal is a tiger.
Tigers are big and beautiful. They’re
orange and black. They can run and
jump. Tigers like meat.

B. Your
pet.

2. My favourite season is winter.
Snow is beautiful. I can skate
and ski. We have Christmas
in winter. It’s fun!

3. My room is beautiful I’ve got
a brown bed. I’ve got a desk and
two chairs. I’ve got a computer
on the table. I’ve got a bookcase.
It’s near the bed.

C. Your
room.

4. My favourite food is chicken and potatoes. Yummy! I like bananas, oranges and
apples. I don’t like cheese and lemons.
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1b. Play the board game. Speak about you.
2. Speak about Liz, Mike, Peter, Rose, Susie,
Lucky and Mrs Read.

5. I’ve got a big family. I’ve
got a mum, a dad, a sister and
a little brother. This is my
mum. Her name’s Helen. She’s
got blue eyes and long hair.

F. Your
favourite
season.

G. Your
favourite
animal.

6. I’ve got a dog. His name’s
Lucky. He’s big and nice. He’s
brown. Lucky can run, jump,
swim and play football. He
can’t climb trees. I love my dog.
E. Your
family.

D. Your
school
bag.

7. This is my school bag. It’s blue.
I’ve got a red pencil-case. I’ve got
three pens: blue, red and green.
I’ve got eight pencils. I’ve got
a pink rubber and a white ruler.
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Grammar reference.
Граматычны даведнік.
Pronouns. / Займеннікі.
Personal pronouns.
Асабовыя
займеннікі.
I (я)
you (ты, вы)
he (ён)
she (яна)
it (ён, яна, яно)
we (мы)
they (яны)

Possessive pronouns.
Прыналежныя
займеннікі.
my (мой)
your (твой, ваш)
his (яго)
her (яе)
its (яго, яе)
our (наш)
their (іх)

Асабовыя займеннікі (Personal pronouns)
указваюць на асобу ці прадмет і адказваюць
на пытанне «хто?» або «што?». Асабовыя займеннікі ўжываюцца ў сказе замест назоўнікаў,
напрыклад: Liz likes tea. = She likes tea. Форма займенніка you супадае ў адзіночным і
множным ліку: you (ты) = you (вы), напрыклад, на пытанне Where are you from? можна
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адказаць двума варыянтамі: I’m from Minsk.
(Я з Мінска.) / We’re from Minsk. (Мы з Мінска.) Займеннік I заўсёды пішацца з вялікай
літары.
Прыналежныя займеннікі (Possessive pronouns) абазначаюць прыналежнасць і адказваюць на пытанне «чый?». За прыналежным
займеннікам заўсёды стаіць назоўнік, напрыклад: This is my mum. Her name’s Lily.

Article. / Артыкль.
Артыкль – часціна мовы, якой няма ў беларускай мове. На беларускую мову артыкль
не перакладаецца. Артыкль ужываецца толькі
з назоўнікам і амаль заўсёды стаіць перад ім.
Часам паміж артыклем і назоўнікам стаіць
прыметнік. Напрыклад: I’ve got a pet. I’ve got
a nice pet.
У англійскай мове ёсць два артыклі:
– неазначальны a / an, які выкарыстоўваецца толькі з падлічвальнымі назоўнікамі ў
адзіночным ліку;
– азначальны артыкль the, які ўжываецца
з назоўнікамі як у адзіночным, так і множным
ліку.
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Калі слова пачынаецца з зычнай літары,
перад ім выкарыстоўваецца артыкль a, напрыклад: a rabbit, a hotdog, a yellow kite. Калі
слова пачынаецца з галоснай літары, перад ім
выкарыстоўваецца артыкль an, напрыклад: an
elephant, an animal, an egg.
Калі перад назоўнікам стаіць прыналежны
займеннік (my, your, his, her, its, our, their),
артыкль не ўжываецца, напрыклад: This is my
family.

The verb “to be”. / Дзеяслоў «быць».
Дзеяслоў «to be» ўжываецца для таго, каб
сказаць:
– як нас завуць: I’m Sasha. He’s Mike.
They’re Bim and Bom. My name’s Sasha. His
name’s Mike;
– колькі нам гадоў: I’m eight. He’s nine;
– які ў нас настрой, самаадчуванне: I’m
fine. He’s very well. We aren’t very well;
– адкуль мы: I’m from Belarus. He’s from
Africa. She’s from America.
Дзеяслоў «to be» выкарыстоўваецца таксама для таго, каб назваць:
– прадмет, чалавека ці жывёліну: It’s a book.
I’m a pupil. It’s a cat. They’re tigers;
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– нумар тэлефона: My phone number is
7553577;
– колер прадмета ці жывёліны: The table is
brown. Susie is black and white;
– якасць прадмета, жывёліны ці чалавека:
The cake is yummy. Lucky is funny. My mum is
beautiful.
Дзеяслоў «to be» выкарыстоўваецца для таго, каб указаць на каго-небудзь ці што-небудзь.
Напрыклад: This is my family. This is a bag.
(+) Positive sentences
Сцвярджальныя сказы
Full form
Поўная форма
I am happy.
You are happy.
He is happy.
She is happy.
It is happy.
We are happy.
They are happy.

Short form
Скарочаная форма
I’m happy.
You’re happy.
He’s happy.
She’s happy.
It’s happy.
We’re happy.
They’re happy.
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(–) Negative sentences
Адмоўныя сказы
Full form
Поўная форма
I am not sad.
You are not sad.
He is not sad.
She is not sad.
It is not sad.
We are not sad.
They are not sad.

Short form
Скарочаная форма
I’m not sad.
You aren’t sad.
He isn’t sad.
She isn’t sad.
It isn’t sad.
We aren’t sad.
They aren’t sad.

(?) Questions and short answers
Пытальныя сказы
і кароткія адказы
Are you from Britain? – Yes, I am. Yes, we are. /
No, I’m not. No, we aren’t.
Is he from Britain? – Yes, he is. / No, he isn’t.
Is she from Britain? – Yes, she is. / No, she isn’t.
Is it from Britain? – Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
Are they from Britain? – Yes, they are. / No, they
aren’t.
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The verb “to have got”. / Дзеяслоў «мець».
Дзеяслоў «to have got» выкарыстоўваецца
для таго, каб:
– сказаць пра тое, што ў нас ёсць што-небудзь ці хто-небудзь: I’ve got a cat. She’s got a
brother;
– сказаць пра тое, што ў нас няма чагонебудзь ці каго-небудзь: I haven’t got a cat.
I haven’t got a sister;
– запытаць у іншага чалавека, ці ёсць у
яго што-небудзь ці хто-небудзь: Have you got a
granny? Has she got a parrot?
(+) Positive sentences
Сцвярджальныя сказы
Full form
Поўная форма
I have got a cat.
You have got a cat.
He has got a cat.
She has got a cat.
It has got a cat.
We have got a cat.
They have got a cat.

Short form
Скарочаная форма
I’ve got a cat.
You’ve got a cat.
He’s got a cat.
She’s got a cat.
It’s got a cat.
We’ve got a cat.
They’ve got a cat.
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(–) Negative sentences
Адмоўныя сказы
Full form
Поўная форма

Short form
Скарочаная форма

I have not got a dog.
You have not got a dog.
He has not got a dog.
She has not got a dog.
It has not got a dog.
We have not got a dog.
They have not got a dog.

I haven’t got a dog.
You haven’t got a dog.
He hasn’t got a dog.
She hasn’t got a dog.
It hasn’t got a dog.
We haven’t got a dog.
They haven’t got a toy.

(?) Questions and short answers
Пытальныя сказы
і кароткія адказы
Have you got a cat? – Yes, I have. Yes, we have. /
No, I haven’t. No, we haven’t.
Has he got a cat? – Yes, he has. / No, he hasn’t.
Has she got a cat? – Yes, she has. / No, she hasn’t.
Has it got long hair? – Yes, it has. / No, it hasn’t.
Have they got a cat? – Yes, they have. / No, they
haven’t.
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Plural Nouns. / Множны лік
назоўнікаў.
Назоўнікі ў англійскай мове маюць два лікі: адзіночны і множны: a rabbit – rabbits. Звычайна множны лік назоўнікаў утвараецца з дапамогай канчатка -s: a cat – two cats (кот – два
каты), a dog – two dogs (собака – два сабакі);
радзей з дапамогай канчатка -es, калі назоўнік
заканчваецца на свісцячы ці шыпячы гук:
fox – foxes, box – boxes.
Канчатак множнага ліку -s вымаўляецца
[s] пасля глухіх зычных, напрыклад: cats, rats,
desks; ці [z] пасля звонкіх зычных і галосных,
напрыклад: hamsters, beds, tables. Канчатак
множнага ліку -es вымаўляецца [z], напрыклад: tortoises, foxes.

The verb “can”. / Дзеяслоў «умець, магчы».
Дзеяслоў «can» выкарыстоўваецца для таго, каб:
– сказаць пра тое, што мы ўмеем што-небудзь
рабіць: I can read. He can sing. We can dance;
– сказаць пра тое, што мы не ўмеем чагонебудзь рабіць: Bill can’t swim. Dogs can’t fly;
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– запытаць у іншага чалавека пра тое, што
хто-небудзь умее рабіць: Can you swim? Can
she skate?
Дзеяслоў «can» выкарыстоўваецца таксама
для выказвання просьбы ці дазволу, напрыклад: Can I go out? – Yes, you can.
(+) Positive
sentences
Сцвярджальныя
сказы
I can run.
You can run.
He can run.
She can run.
It can run.
We can run.
They can run.

(–) Negative sentences
Адмоўныя сказы
Full / short form
Поўная / скарочаная форма
I cannot / can’t sing.
You cannot / can’t sing.
He cannot / can’t sing.
She cannot / can’t sing.
It cannot / can’t sing.
We cannot / can’t sing.
They cannot / can’t sing.

(?) Questions and short answers
Пытальныя сказы
і кароткія адказы
Can I go out? – Yes, you can. / No, you can’t.
Can you jump? – Yes, I can. Yes, we can. / No,
I can’t. No, we can’t.
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Can he jump? – Yes, he can. / No, he can’t.
Can she jump? – Yes, she can. / No, she can’t.
Can it jump? – Yes, it can. / No, it can’t.
Can we go out? – Yes, you can. / No, you can’t.
Can they jump? – Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

Imperative. / Загадны лад.
Калі мы хочам папрасіць каго-небудзь выканаць якое-небудзь дзеянне, мы пачынаем
сказ з дзеяслова, які абазначае гэтае дзеянне,
напрыклад: Open your books. Часам сказ складаецца з аднаго слова – дзеяслова, напрыклад:
Jump. Run.
Калі мы хочам папрасіць каго-небудзь не
рабіць чаго-небудзь, то перад дзеясловам, што
абазначае дзеянне, мы ўжываем слова Don’t,
напрыклад: Don’t run. Don’t drink coffee.

Numerals. / Лічэбнікі.
Лічэбнікі (Numerals) адказваюць на пытанне «колькі?». Яны перадаюць колькасць,
напрыклад: thirteen desks, three boys, eight
giraffes.
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Vocabulary
A

*acorn жолуд
Africa Афрыка
America Амерыка
and і
*animal жывёліна
apple яблык
armchair крэсла
autumn восень
B

baby дзіця
badminton бадмінтон
bag партфель
banana банан
basketball баскетбол
bear мядзведзь
beautiful прыгожы
bed ложак
Belarus Беларусь
big вялікі
black чорны
blue блакітны
board дошка
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book кніга
bookcase кніжная шафа
boy хлопчык
bread хлеб
Britain Вялікабрытанія
brother брат
brown карычневы
budgie хвалісты папугайчык
*bus аўтобус
*butterfly матылёк
C

cake торт
carpet дыван
carrot морква
cat кот
chair стул
chicken кураня, куранё
cheese сыр
chocolate шакалад
cinema кіно

circus цырк
climb a tree залезці на
дрэва
close зачыняць (акно),
загортваць (кнігу)
cloudy воблачны
coffee кава
cold холадна
computer кампутар
count лічыць
crocodile кракадзіл
cucumber агурок
D

dad тата
dance танцаваць
desk парта
dog сабака
door дзверы
draw маляваць
drink піць
E

ears вушы
eat есці
egg яйка

*Egypt Егіпет
eight восем
eighteen васемнаццаць
elephant слон
eleven адзінаццаць
exercise-book сшытак
eyes вочы
F

family сям’я
*favourite любімы
fair светлыя (валасы)
fifteen пятнаццаць
fish рыба
five пяць
floor падлога
fly лятаць
foggy туманны
football футбол
four чатыры
fourteen чатырнаццаць
fox ліса
*friend сябар, сябра
frog жаба
*funny смешны
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G

giraffe жырафа
girl дзяўчынка
give даваць
goldfish залатая рыбка
good добры
grandad дзядуля
granny бабуля
green зялёны
grey шэры
guinea-pig марская
свінка
H

hair валасы
hamster хамяк
*happy шчаслівы
he ён
hello прывітанне
*help дапамагаць
her яе
hi прывітанне
hide хавацца
hippo бегемот
his яго
*horse конь
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hot dog хот-дог
hot гарачы
house дом
I

Iя
ice-cream марожанае
ice-hockey хакей
idea ідэя
in у
J

jam варэнне
jelly жэле
juice сок
jump скакаць
K

kitten кацяня, кацянё
kangaroo кенгуру
L

lamp лямпа
lemon лімон
*letter літара

lion леў
listen слухаць
little маленькі
long доўгі
*look глядзець
M

meat мяса
milk малако
mirror люстэрка
monkey малпа
mouse мыш
mouth рот
mum мама
my мой
N

name імя
near каля
nine дзевяць
nineteen дзевятнаццаць
*nice мілы
no не
nose нос
*nut арэх

O

on на
one адзін
*open адчыняць (акно),
адгортваць (кнігу)
orange аранжавы;
апельсін
*oval авал
P

parrot папугай
pen ручка
pencil аловак
pencil-case пенал
pet любімая жывёліна,
пястун
*pig свіння
pink ружовы
pizza піца
play гуляць
please калі ласка
*point указваць
potato бульба
pupil вучань
puppy шчаня, шчанё
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purple фіялетавы
put класці
Q

*queen каралева
R

rabbit трус
rainy дажджлівы
rat пацук
read чытаць
red чырвоны
rocket ракета
rubber гумка, рызінка
ruler лінейка
run бегаць

S
*sad сумны
sausage сасіска
school школа
seven сем
seventeen семнаццаць
she яна
short кароткі
sing спяваць
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sister сястра
sit down садзіцца, сядаць
six шэсць
sixteen шаснаццаць
skate катацца на каньках
ski катацца на лыжах
sleep спаць
snake змяя
snowballs снежкі
snowy снежны
sofa канапа
*sound гук
soup суп
*speak гаварыць
speak English гаварыць
па-англійску
spring вясна
stand up уставаць
summer лета
sunny сонечны
sweet цукерка; салодкі
swim плаваць
T

table стол

take браць, узяць
tea чай
*telephone тэлефон
ten дзесяць
tennis тэніс
thanks, thank you дзякуй
they яны
thirteen трынаццаць
three тры
tiger тыгр
tomato памідор
tortoise чарапаха
TV тэлевізар
twelve дванаццаць
twenty дваццаць
two два
U

*umbrella парасон
under пад
*uniform форма
V

W

walk хадзіць, гуляць;
прагулка
warm цёплы
we мы
where дзе
white белы
window акно
windy ветраны
winter зіма
write пісаць
Y

yellow жоўты
yes так
yoghurt ёгурт
you ты, вы
your твой, ваш
*yuck фу, нясмачна
*yummy смачна
Z

zebra зебра

vase ваза
volleyball валейбол
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Useful phrases
What’s your name? Як цябе завуць?
How are you? Як справы?
I’m fine / OK. У мяне ўсё добра.
How is your mum? Як твая мама?
She’s very well. У яе ўсё вельмі добра.
She’s not very well. Яна не вельмі добра сябе
адчувае.
How old are you? Колькі табе гадоў?
I’m eight. Мне восем гадоў.
Where are you from? Адкуль ты?
I’m from Belarus. Я з Беларусі.
It’s OK. Усё добра.
What’s this? Што гэта?
This is my сat. Гэта мой кот.
I’ve got a mum. У мяне ёсць мама.
He’s got black hair. У яго чорныя валасы.
I haven’t got a parrot. У мяне няма папугая.
Have you got a cat? У цябе ёсць кот?
I can run. Я ўмею бегаць.
I can’t jump. Я не ўмею скакаць.
Can a dog swim? Сабака ўмее плаваць?
I like sweets. Я люблю цукеркі.
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I don’t like fish. Я не люблю рыбу.
Do you like milk? Ты любіш малако?
*Come in, please! Заходзьце, калі ласка!
*Don’t worry! Не хвалюйся!
*How many? Колькі?
*I’m lucky. Я шчаслівец.
*I’m sorry. Прабачце мне.
*What colour? Якога колеру?
*What’s the weather like today? Якое сёння
надвор’е?
*What’s your phone number? Які нумар твайго
тэлефона?
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за карыстанне
вучэбным
дапаможнікам

20 /
20 /
20 /
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